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This research is an attempt to deconstruct and discern the patterns that have emerged 
from within the rhetoric that is reserved for presidential candidates. I examined three potential 
candidates for the upcoming 2016 presidential elections: Hillary Clinton, Chris Christie, and 
Marco Rubio. All three candidates are vastly differ from one another in terms of gender, race, 
and physical appearance. However, the root of my research will be to determine why does the 
media sexualize and discriminate women and then apply it within a political parameter. Within 
my research, the coding proponent revealed four categories that would be appropriate in 
examining the rhetoric of presidential candidates. These four categories are presidential run, 
personal relationships, appearance, and capability. I will explain what my data yielded in these 
four categories and then apply theories and findings which help further confirm the 
interpretation of my results. Overall, I found that gendered bias exists through a particular 
context for rhetoric amongst the presidential candidates.
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My research is based on examining the rhetoric that is used for the potential 2016 
presidential candidates and it is essential that the past is examined, in order to better 
conceptualize what the future holds for presidential campaigns and candidates. First, we will 
compare presidential campaigns and the use of rhetoric during the 19th century and how it 
differs from current presidential rhetoric. This also includes particular trends that have emerged 
for presidential rhetoric, including vernacular/tone and being used as a tool for presidents in 
garnering support and momentum on a particular issue.
Modem day politics have become heavily reliant on the innovations of technology and 
social media as demonstrated by Obama and his campaign during the 2008 presidential 
elections. However, past presidents were less forthcoming on addressing policy and appealing 
to the public (Pika and Maltese 104). According to Tulis, it was during the twentieth century 
when the trend of rhetorical presidency began to take shape and implant itself as a cultural 
context expected in contemporary presidency (Tulis 120). In the nineteenth century, presidents 
had generally avoided appealing to the public and were rather distrustful of demagoguery. 
These presidents felt that public appeals went against the fundamental beliefs that the founding 
fathers had envisioned of a pure and direct democracy. That is not to say there were a complete 
avoidance of presidential/policy rhetoric. However, the founders believed that public consent 
was essential to a republican government but governmental processes should be kept insulated 
from public opinion. Rather, it became common practice during the nineteenth century to have 
policy rhetoric addressed and written for the Congress. This was the complete opposite from 
modem day politics in which policy rhetoric is now specially written and addressed for the 
public (Pika and Maltese 106).
Evolution of Rhetorical Presidency
Also, the impact of switching “...to a rhetorical presidency can be seen in the large 
increase in speeches to a mass public or, in recent decades, to more specialized audiences 
(Olsen et al., 1407). In particular, there have been trends which have emerged from the switch 
of rhetorical presidency. For example, appealing to the public has become a relatively new 
concept in today’s rhetorical presidency (Olsen et al., 1407). As a result, the vernacular has 
changed as well. Today’s rhetoric to the public has resulted in being less intellectual with 
frequent colloquial word choices. Modem day rhetoric also leans toward being more abstract; 
often resorting to religious and idealistic references. Other trends include rhetoric being more 
people-oriented, inclusive, and egalitarian (Lim 333). Presidential rhetoric has helped enable a 
president to redefine political arguments. According to David Zarefsky, some examples of 
presidents using rhetoric to redefine an issue include: Lincoln's justification of the Civil War of 
preserving the Union to the abolition of slavery; to President George W. Bush redefining 
terrorism as an act of war (qtd. in Olsen et al., 1407).
It is obvious that presidential rhetoric and its effect have changed over time. Part of it is 
due to advancements in technology and the emergence of social media. As a result, the 
rhetorical presidency has had to conform to current trends much radically than rhetorical 
presidency in the 20th century. Today’s rhetoric is more conversational and used as a tool to 
appeal to a specific audience. It has also allowed presidents to redefine a political argument. As 
we will see in the data retrieved from coding; rhetoric has evolved from a tool used by the 
presidents to a tool the media can use to unconsciously shape and define a candidate.
In addition to the changes made in presidential rhetoric, the presidential nomination has 
also undergone significant changes and strides. This can be particularly seen with the last two 
presidential elections. This is of importance because the changes that were seen in the historic 
2008 presidential elections indicate that the informal requirements for presidential candidacy are 
evolving. It is also pertinent to my research as two of the three potential candidates that I 
examined, one is a woman and the other is of Hispanic heritage, both who fall outside the usual 
deviation of American presidents.
There has been a long standing tradition of the American presidency being dominated by 
males with European heritage. While millions of Americans would qualify for presidency 
according to the three requirements set in Article 2, section 1 of the Constitution in which a 
candidate must be a natural-born citizen, at least thirty-five years of age, and a resident of the 
United States for fourteen years plus (Pika and Maltese 44). However, it is the informal 
requirements that have narrowed the potential pool of presidential candidates and thus are less 
easily satisfied. Up until 1960, many aspiring presidential candidates had to fulfill the unspoken 
requirements in regards to their personal characteristics. These unspoken requirements, which 
were to satisfy the demographic and religious requirements, heavily favored presidential 
candidates who had an English background and practiced a Protestant religion. Over the past 
five decades these preferences have managed to slowly erode away with the successful 
presidential candidacy of President Kennedy who was a practicing Roman Catholic to Mitt 
Romney (a Mormon) who ran consecutive presidential nominations in the 2008 and 2012 
elections.
Redefining Presidency
In addition to informal requirements, social backgrounds have also had strong 
implications for the path to presidency. According to Edward Pessen, the American presidency 
has long contradicted the ‘log cabin myth’; in which a president’s personal history has more 
bearing than an individual rising to power because of their personal strengths and characteristics. 
Pessen states most political races were won by those who had political advantages (Pessen 56).
In his analysis, Pessen grouped each president from Washington to Reagan based on six 
groupings consisting of upper-upper, lower-upper, upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-lower, 
and lower-lower. The results indicated that a majority of presidents not only came from 
politically prominent families but many came from upper-class origins (Pika and Maltese 155). 
To date, five distinguished American families have produced a total of ten presidents with 
upper-class social standing. Included in this category were John Adams and his son, James 
Madison and Zachary Taylor (common grandparents), William Harrison and his grandson 
Benjamin Harrison, cousins Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt, and George H. W. Bush and his 
son George W. Bush.
Another favorable trend showed that a majority of past presidents came from politically 
prominent families such as John Tyler or Franklin Pierce whose fathers were governors, while 
John F. Kennedy’s father was chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission and 
ambassador to Great Britain. However, if they were not from politically prominent families then 
most presidents fell under the upper-class origins such as George Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson, James Monroe, James K. Polk, and Woodrow Wilson (Pika and Maltese 155).
Overall, a total of eighteen presidents fall under the upper-class category and six border the 
upper-class group which accounts for more than half of the total of presidents to date (Pika and 
Maltese 156).
While a significant portion of presidents came from political prominent families or 
wealth; another correlating factor has been level of education. A majority of the U.S. presidents 
have been well-educated with only nine individuals who did not have a formal university 
education. In the twentieth century only one president (Truman) did not have a formal 
university education (Pika and Maltese 157). More often than not, presidents have attended 
universities that have been highly regarded in the nation. Seven presidents are alumni of 
Harvard, while others have attended institutions such as Princeton, Yale, and other prestigious 
private colleges. However, the fact many presidents attended such prestigious universities had 
less to do with their innate ability or career aspirations but rather a desire to improve their social 
and economic positions. Also, one must consider the correlation of a majority of presidents 
attending private universities as opposed to public universities had less to do with quality of 
institution but rather private institutions were established earlier; particularly within the 
Northeastern states (Pika and Maltese 158). While, there is no requirement mandating a 
president must have a formal tertiary level of education, especially in contemporary times, it is 
more commonly expected from contemporary presidents due to the complex and evolving 
problems the nation faces.
All of these trends in the path to presidency help define what a candidate must achieve 
or acquire to have a successful candidacy. It is possible that since the last two presidential 
elections, more patterns will emerge that differ from the traditional norms as seen above. While 
it is too soon to tell what kind of patterns will emerge with future presidential elections, it is 
indicative that a change is occurring based on the three candidates that I examined. In fact, all 
three of my candidates are non-traditional in terms of gender, ethnicity, or social background.
Procedure
From September 2013 to October 2013,1 began searching and examining print media 
articles that had any mentions of the three potential presidential candidates that I would be 
researching. My searches were confined to print media such as magazines, online editorials, and 
op-eds—both nationwide and local publications. The three potential 2016 presidential candidates 
that I examined were Hillary Clinton, Chris Christie, and Marco Rubio. During those two 
months I began to collect the print media stories based solely on any mention of the three 
candidates. However, I must note that I did exclude any articles that had a similar story or if the 
print article had derived parts of their story from another print media source (i.e. Chicago 
Tribune via New York Times, etc.).
After those initial two months I then took the print media and began the coding process. 
For the coding process, I examined the articles by taking note of where the candidate was 
mentioned within the article; such as the headline, body, or conclusion. Afterwards, I 
summarized the print media article into a single sentence. Based on my single sentence 
summary per article, I was then able to find emerging patterns amongst the three candidates. 
Then from the emerging patterns I divided the articles into categories. There were a total of four 
categories which I found would be appropriate to my research: presidential run, personal 
relationships (family and friends), appearance, and capability. After putting the print media 
articles into the appropriate categories—a broad conclusion was drawn. It was determined that 
Hillary Clinton, who has had a longer and more prolific political career than the other two 
candidates, had generated the most amount of article mentions for each of the four categories. 
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Candidates
For any candidate considering a presidential run, it is necessary that they have political 
availability which is the accumulation of political experience and personal characteristics that 
allows them to be stand out towards political activists and the general voting public (Pika and 
Maltese 45). The political availability is cultivated long before they run as a presidential 
candidate but is difficult to ascertain as there is no particular checklist in which a candidate 
would follow to meet the informal criteria. Nonetheless, these informal requirements which 
have been imposed by social conventions on gender and race were challenged by Democrats in 
2008 (Pika and Maltese 49). While there have been attempts by both women and African 
Americans candidates who have partaken in national campaigns since 1972; the 2008 
presidency was significant in that it was the first time that a female candidate and a non- 
Caucasian male candidate were able to successfully run for a presidential nomination—with the 
latter cinching the Democratic party nomination and eventually becoming president.
The 2012 presidential elections occurred a little over a year ago but the two months of 
my print media data-gathering indicates that the race for potential presidential candidates has 
already been under way for some time. From the data that I collected, it would seem there 
hasn’t been a clear leading presidential candidate who is favored to win the Republican 
nominations. In contrast, the Democrats’ most obvious choice has been Hillary Clinton. For all 
the print media articles that pertain to mentions of a presidential run, Hillary Clinton’s name has 
been the most prolific. Her name has been mentioned in a total of sixty print media articles or 
accounted for 50% within the presidential run category. Her opponents Christie and Rubio had 
27% and 23% respectively. I also noticed a pattern that had generated from the print media 
articles within this category. Many of the articles would introduce Hillary Clinton as the
Presidential Run
frontrunner for the Democrats in 2016; despite Clinton having yet to declare an official 
statement in regards to 2016. However, the story didn’t have to particularly pertain to politics. 
The pattern revealed that her name has become synonymous with the 2016 presidential 
elections. Another trend that emerged was that despite Hillary Clinton keeping mum, in regards 
to 2016, her current public activities indicate a future presidential run is inevitable. Since 
stepping down as Secretary of State from the Obama Administration in February 2013, the 
reports on Clinton’s activities and whereabouts has been far from quiet. The former Secretary of 
State has kept herself occupied by taking on speaking engagements throughout the country, 
receiving awards from abroad and at home, promoting the family’s foundation (The Bill,
Hillary, and Chelsea Clinton Foundation), as well as providing input for the current 
administration.
While the articles pertaining to presidential run reveal a quantitative difference between 
Hillary Clinton and her male opponents; there wasn’t much to be found in regards to qualitative 
differences. One trend that was noticeable was that all of her articles, whether or not it revolved 
around non-political issues, it would unfailingly be related back to the possibility of her running 
in 2016. This is why she accounted for 50% of the total articles; the mention of her presidential 
run was within every article that I had collected over the past two months. In addition, the 
coverage on Hillary Clinton and talks of her presidential run is usually more than one sentence 
or a brief mention. About 57% of her overall articles (or 34 out of 60 articles) go at length about 
her potential if she chooses to run.
Interestingly enough, unlike her presidential run in 2008, most of the articles have 
addressed her by either her full name or her last name. This seems indicate that by not 
addressing her as Hillary which would signify a more casual tone; her viability to run in 2016 is
serious and watched by both Democrats and Republicans alike. However, in regards how her 
name was addressed I wasn’t able to discern any notable difference pertaining to her 
presidential run. I looked at data compiled by Joseph E. Uchinski and Lilly J. Goren in which 
they found Hillary Clinton to be more likely addressed in a casual manner (first name only) than 
her male opponents as seen in their Table 5 (Uchinski and Goren 851). Their data was collected 
prior to the results of the 2008 presidential elections. They hypothesized that the way a name is 
addressed has implications based on gender. For example, female presidential candidates are 
more likely to be referenced in a casual manner and by their first name as opposed to their male 
counterparts (Falk 110). According to Susan Ervin-Tripp, there is correlation in the way the 
name is addressed which indicates how one is perceived by the subject in relation to their own 
status (qtd. in Uchinski and Goren 887). As a result, subjects that have a higher status than the 
speaker will receive a formal title. Fortunately, throughout all sixty articles that had mentioned 
Hillary Clinton, not once had she been addressed by her first name. This indicated a positive 
change as opposed to the results obtained by Uchinski and Goren. It was only in this category 
that there was no gender bias compared to the findings in the other three categories. Even, the 
other candidates, who have less experience than Hillary Clinton, were all addressed either by 
their last name or full name basis. It is possible that the trends for reporting have changed and 
become more neutral since the 2008 elections. However, from the two months of articles that I 
had collected; I was not able to yield any data that suggested gender bias or discrimination.
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Personal Relationships: Friends and Family
The representation of an ideal home and family life has also been critical to winning the 
presidential nominations. Of course, there have been recent changes towards a presidential 
candidate’s personal life. More so, it seems public opinion carries the ultimate deciding factor in 
regards to any moral or ethical questions raised about the potential candidate. While President 
Reagan was the first American president to have been divorced and remarried, Nelson 
Rockefeller’s divorce in 1963 cost him a successful Republican nomination (Pika and Maltese 
49). Nor did Bill Clinton’s allegations of extramarital relationships or George W. Bush’s 
admission of alcohol abuse have much bearing towards their successful candidacies (Pika and 
Maltese 50). Since public opinion carries weight in how a candidate is viewed, conflating 
patterns emerged from the past and applying it in to present term context will give a better 
insight of emerging rhetoric trends of the 2016 presidential candidates.
Becoming president or a potential candidate means that much of their lives will be on 
public display. In particular, their personal relationships with their friends and family are 
heavily scrutinized, and in a larger volume due to social media and new technology. From the 
data that I obtained for the personal relationships category, it was Hillary Clinton who had the 
most articles; accounting for 78% of the total articles. However, we must take into consideration 
the possibility the data being could have been slightly skewed. For example, it was likely that 
Hillary Clinton had more coverage as a result of having been in the political arena longer than 
her two opponents. There is also the fact that her husband was a former president and thus her 
name has more recognition and clout within politics. Last but not least, Hillary Clinton is the 
only female forerunner (to date) for the upcoming 2016 presidential elections. Therefore, her
gender will be heavily reflected in these articles under this category; which in return will help 
shape and determine the stories that are published about her.
Based on casual observation in the chart above, it’s easy to see that Hillary Clinton had 
the most mentions in this category with 78% total, in comparison with Chris Christie, who came 
in at 13% and Marco Rubio at 9%. To further deconstruct the results from the chart, I noticed 
that only a handful of her articles approached the roles of motherhood or as a future 
grandmother. Rather, a majority of her personal relationships were more geared towards her 
political friendships or mentioned her relationship with her husband.
One of the relationships that Hillary Clinton was asked about/noted on was motherhood. 
Unfortunately, in the world of politics this can be a double-edged sword. According to Adrienne 
Rich, the term motherhood has two implications. The first encapsulates the mother’s potentiality 
of being able procreate and reproduce. The second is the socially constructed, male-dominated 
institution which superimposes the former. The institution more specifically has “withheld over 
one-half the human species from the decisions affecting their lives; it exonerates men from 
fatherhood in any authentic sense; it creates the dangerous schism between "private" and 
"public" life; it calcifies human choices and potentialities” (Rich 13). The role of motherhood 
and stay-at-home mother has been designated as a lesser job in any working context. This is 
because we think of tasks as a 'job' only when we tie a monetary worth within a 
capitalist/patriarchal system. And if it wasn’t enough that motherhood was scrutinized within 
the capital framework; the view on motherhood began to take an unfavorable turn in the 1930s, 
in which a discursive shift in feminism occurred, transforming the focus from the private to the 
public. Prior to that, the mother was considered the ideal feminist subject. Ensuring that her role 
was valued and rewarded in much the same way as “men’s work” was a central focus. This
prior view emphasized differences in sex and saw natural functions of women’s bodies as 
uniquely special, but worthy of equal recognition. However, the feminist platform was 
reformulated to accommodate a new focus on paid work during this period. As Marilyn Lake 
points out, this meant the ‘sameness’ of men and women was highlighted. However: “the effect 
was that men’s lives became the standard against which feminists would measure women’s 
progress" (Lake 167). Therefore, compensating mother’s work was sidelined, and women began 
to emulate men.
In the case of Hillary Clinton, being a mother was highlighted in a positive manner 
within only one article by the Huffmgton Post but any other mentions of motherhood in other 
articles were been eclipsed by her potential presidential run and other personal relationships— 
even if the article wasn’t related to the 2016 presidential elections. To further break down the 
data, Hillary Clinton had a total of 18 articles in regards to her personal relationships. Only 28% 
(or five articles) were about motherhood. That meant a total of 72% of her articles were in 
context to her marital status or her friends in politics. It created a void in which motherhood did 
not fit with the political framework. Whether it was intentional or not, the absence and lack of 
detail to Hillary Clinton’s role as a mother proposes that motherhood isn’t important enough to 
be covered in the print media and that it should be kept separate from the world of politics. This 
also seems to indicate a departure from the normative framework on how Americans in the past 
viewed the First family in the White House; in which the emphasis on family was an essential 
part of winning the presidential nominations.
Only one other candidate besides Hillary Clinton had coverage on their family life. 
Marco Rubio and his family had a spread in Parade which did a behind-the-scenes story of their 
domestication. One section within the article had touched on Marco Rubio and his wife’s
parenting roles, in which Rubio is often away from his home in Miami due to his political work 
being in Washington, D.C... As a result, his wife does the majority of child-rearing (Espinoza). 
The Rubio’s are portrayed as the ideal picturesque family but the overall rhetoric in the puff 
piece alludes to much more than a ‘perfect’ family. If one looks past the surface of the article, 
you will notice that the role of parenting is overshadowed by Rubio’s political ambitions. The 
article implicates that Marco Rubio’s absence in parenting is justifiable because he is 
considered the sole breadwinner of the family. Or more succinctly put, Rubio’s job has 
monetary value as opposed to a mother who is raising his four children. Which further cements 
the argument that parenting is of lesser priority even within politics. As Hooks has stated “the 
vision of domestic life which continues to dominate the nation's imagination is one in which the 
logic of male domination is intact whether men are present in the home or not” (Hooks 2). 
Perhaps, if would help if we moved away from the model of which earning is more important 
than parenting, even though parenting is ultimately the biggest factor in producing functional 
adults who’ll sustain society.
Since 72%, or thirteen out of eighteen articles, were in relation to Hillary Clinton and 
her marital status or her friendship with political figures; examining the rhetoric trends from the 
print media articles will show that there is little variance from how women candidates in politics 
have been portrayed. In particular, the press’ excessive focus on women candidates’ physical 
appearance and personal relationships has given rise to the ‘hair, husband, and hemline problem’ 
(Duerst-Lahti 37). Within the articles of her personal relationships, eleven out eighteen articles, 
or 61%, had connected Hillary Clinton with her relationship to her husband. Her marital status 
was mentioned at a higher rate than Christie and Rubio who only had one article each 
mentioning their marital status. It is difficult to say if the results are considered gender biased
because Hillary Clinton’s husband was a former president and because the Clinton namesake 
has a high profile within politics. However, the high rate of marital status mentions compared to 
the other two candidates is quite drastic in quantitative terms. In the single piece articles of 
Christie and Rubio’s marriage; there was no doubt casted on their marital relationship or how 
this would directly influence their capability to becoming the next Commander-in-Chief.
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Appearance
The data yielded in the appearance category showed that Hillary Clinton also had the 
most mentions in print media at 52%; followed by Christie at 35% and Rubio at 13%. However, 
this was not as drastic as the quantitative results found in the presidential run and personal 
relationships categories. The difference that lied between the two was that Clinton’s were more 
caustic and vitriolic. Most of Christie’s mention of appearance was in regards to his lap band 
surgery for weight loss. Only two articles regarded his demeanor as a bully which was in 
regards to how he spoke (with biting words). Overall, the pattern emerging from Christie’s 
articles were mostly positive and applauded his efforts at pursuing a healthier lifestyle. The 
articles for Clinton had a wider scope which attacked her gender, questioned her sexuality, and 
criticized her appearance. In addition, the rhetoric used in Clinton’s articles suggests that her 
gender is the biggest factor as to how what stories will be published. After all, in documentaries 
such as Miss Representation only reaffirm that in the media a woman’s most valuable asset 
begins with her appearance. In the documentary it revealed that a woman’s appearance will 
always be criticized despite the level of education, achievement, and status that she has obtained.
Unfortunately for Clinton, this level of objectification is neither new and has not 
changed since her days as First Lady and in her 2008 presidential run. This is most likely due to 
the fact the presidential office is predicated on masculinity (Duerst-Lahti 733). Meaning that 
because of her gender, Clinton would have to prove her capability of being able to serve as 
Commander-in-Chief to an electorate that considers men more competent and handling military 
matters and crises (Alexander and Anderson 530). The problem is balancing the role as a 
woman capable of leading the nation but also not being perceived as being too aggressive or 
strong; characteristics that are supposedly ‘unfeminine’ (Duerst-Lahti 29). Of the twelve articles
written about Clinton’s appearance, seven articles had portrayed her appearance in a negative 
manner. This means a total of 58% of her articles were negative as opposed to positive. In 
comparison to Chris Christie who had a total of eight articles written about his appearance, in 
which two articles depicted his appearance in a negative manner; which accounted for 25% of 
his articles. However, one of the two articles was written as a result from a remark that his 
opponent (Barbara Buono) had made on his weight. While Hillary Clinton had more articles 
written, the majority of the article depicted her negatively in comparison to her male opponents.
Despite Hillary Clinton having a longer political career and the experience; it is often 
obscured by the media who routinely appropriates her image and traits in a more personal (and 
attacking) manner than what was endured by Chris Christie. Overall, the findings suggest that a 
negative bias exists against Hillary Clinton in relative to her potential male competitors. In 
particular, there is a sort of binary concept for Clinton, in which she is viewed as either being 
too ‘masculine’ or ‘unattractive’ in which either scenario makes supposedly her unfit to run for 
presidency. It also contradicts findings of a previous research in which “the substance of stories 
tends to be favorable for trailing candidates in the race and unfavorable for front-runner” 
(Graber 239). In that Hillary Clinton has not only had more coverage than her male opponents 
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Candidates
Career experience is also crucial in determining a successful run for a potential 
presidential candidate. Most presidents have had prior experience within a civil, elective, or 
political office and this has rarely changed since the last half of the nineteenth century. Within 
the career experience context, twenty-six out of forty-three chief executives have at some point 
practiced law. But the most common path to presidency was obtained through apprenticeships 
within public offices and then gradually moving up the political ladder. Approximately, two- 
thirds of presidents have served either in the House of Representatives of the Senate (Pika and 
Maltese 158). For those with an outside background (away from civil office) are seldom 
successful as was the case with Ross Perot and Herman Cain; both whom were businessmen. 
Typically, major party nominees are drawn from the following four positions: the presidency, 
vice presidency, state governorship, or the U.S. Senate (Pika and Maltese 45). The level of 
experience a president has obtained prior to office is important because an early career in an 
elective office helps candidates to develop and hone the necessary skills in leading a nation.
Since my research is examining the rhetoric of potential presidential candidates, I 
wanted to examine how female candidates had fared in the past and how this affected their 
capability. In a comprehensive study, Falk examined eight women spanning across three 
centuries that had ran for presidency. Some of his subjects included Victoria Woodhull, Belva 
Lockwood, Shirley Chisholm, and Patricia Schroeder. The results had revealed “... persistent 
patterns of press bias across generations. Consistently these well-qualified women were 
portrayed as unviable; press accounts overemphasized their appearance and gender while 
underemphasizing their issue positions...” (Falk 120).
Capability
In the data, the graph for capability shows Hillary Clinton having higher rates of 
mention in this category than her two opponents. She accounted for 49% of the total articles 
within this category and much of the articles referred to her extensive political career. Chris 
Christie accounted for 32% of the total articles; with the majority of the articles highlighting his 
popularity within his home state and his ability to work across party lines. For Marco Rubio, he 
accounted for 19% from the overall articles. Unlike the other two candidates, Rubio’s articles in 
regards to capability weren’t as distinct. His capability seemed to be mixed in which there were 
questions in regards to his political stance (moderate versus conservative), the rise and fall in his 
popularity (particularly after the government shutdown), and how he’s been working to obtain 
more voters.
Within all of the capability articles, while the majority of the focus was on Hillary 
Clinton’s experience and potentiality, the ones that questioned her capability were addressed in 
a more negative manner and conflated with personal traits. There were a total of nine articles 
out of a total of thirty-one (29%) that questioned her capability in a negative manner. In 
comparison, Chris Christie had two out of twenty (10%); while Marco Rubio, who had the least 
amount of total articles within this category, only had two articles that implied he was losing 
momentum. This was not necessarily a direct attack on his personal traits as seen with the 
articles for Chris Christie and Hillary Clinton.
Overall, the issues highlighted in Hillary Clinton’s articles were mostly positive, about 
84% of the articles (the 26 out of the 31 articles) indicated Clinton’s capability was more than 
sufficient. The only negative incident that hampered on her capability was in relation to the 
Benghazi incident, in which many Republican politicians suggested the handling of the situation 
only proved Hillary Clinton is far from being capable as a politician— much less running for
presidency. But how one perceives a candidate is crucial. If there are questions about one’s 
capability, then the momentum for the candidate is lost. This is especially seen with Marco 
Rubio, who once was a favorite candidate for the GOP. However, Rubio’s failure in having a 
consistent approach on issues and policies make the public weary of such a candidate. This was 
the same fate for John Kerry and more recently, Mitt Romney in the 2012 presidential elections.
However, despite Hillary Clinton having firm stances on particular political issues 
and the findings showing the majority of the articles highlighted in a positive manner; there is 
hesitancy from opposing articles that suggests the notion of whether a woman is cut out for a 
‘man’s’ job. This perhaps due to the fact there is sparse representation of women in politics. 
After all, the data shows that women in politics are outnumbered by men despite having the 
similar credentials as their male counterparts. According to the data compiled by Rutgers 
University, the data shows that “women currently hold 98, or 18.3%, of the 535 seats in the 
113th U.S. Congress- 20, or 20% of the 100 seats in the Senate and 78, or 17.9%, of the 435 
seats in the House of Representatives”. This means in order to achieve gender parity with men 
in Congress it will take over 500 years (O’Leary and Shames). Since there is an imbalanced 
representation of women in within politics, coupled with the tone of political discourse, a 
woman seeking high office can be difficult in the masculinized space of U.S. politics (qtd. in 
Meeks 179).
The problem with female politicians running for higher office is less about capability 
more so than fitting into socially-constructed gender accepted roles. “The disconnect in America 
between women and political office is fed by the cultural premise that politics is a domain for 
masculinized behaviors, messages, and professional experiences—creating a masculine 
stereotype for politicians” (Meeks 176). The problem with constructed gender stereotypes is
that it attributes certain characteristics to women and men; it posits that men and women need to 
fulfill these gender-specific rules and characteristics associated with certain occupations (qtd. in 
Meeks 176). This then leads to traditional gender differences within the division of labor and 
with the continued notions being replicated over time allows for the creation of strong gender- 
role stereotypes regarding culturally appropriate professions of both sexes (Meeks 176). This 
conflicts when women go into male-dominated professions or vice versa. This means for those 
seeking jobs or positions outside of these socially-constructed gender accepted roles it leads to 
the rise of gender-role incongruence. It is shown that gender-role incongruence is found to be 
more predictive of discrimination and thus creating hurdles for those who seek positions outside 
of the traditional gender roles (Garcia-Retamero and Lopez-Zafra 52).
In the case of Hillary Clinton, the criticism surrounding her capability has been more of 
an attack on her pursuing a position in which men have held control for over 200 years. Being 
the only female candidate that is potentially running for the 2016 elections also draws concern 
of becoming a crutch or a novelty of sorts. It is then expected that women are seen as different 
within the political arena rather than as an integral part of the government (Braden 2). The 
distinctive discrimination is already being shown within the context of her articles where she is 
more likely to be criticized and questioned if she attempts to fulfill the roles that presidency 
demands.
Conclusion
Although in the past, coverage on female candidates were less reported than their male 
counterparts, or if reported, would be criticized on their physical appearance while undermining 
their merit and their stance on political issues. Of the three candidates that I examined, I found 
that Hillary Clinton’s gender did not obstruct her from being headlined in the print media. In 
fact, in all of the four categories that I had accordingly divided the print media articles into; 
Hillary Clinton had garnered significantly more coverage than her two potential opponents. The 
findings from the data do indicate that Clinton is certainly a serious and viable candidate for the 
2016 presidential elections, despite the lack of formal statement from her camp. In addition, the 
results from data in appearance, capability, and personal relationships show that rhetoric that 
stemming from stories of the candidates suggests a gender bias; whereas in presidential run 
deconstructing the data proved to be more gender neutral.
In the category presidential run, the number of articles dedicated to Hillary Clinton was 
prolific. She accounted for 50% of the total articles within that category. While this was the 
most prolific category, it was also the most gender neutral in terms of data conclusion. I was 
hoping to find some variance because other reports that followed Hillary Clinton in 2008 were 
able to find that as a female candidate she was more likely to be addressed in a casual manner 
than her male opponents. In my data, all the articles either addressed Hillary Clinton by her full 
name or her last name. The only emerging trend I found was all articles had mentioned her 
likely presidential run despite the story content. It was only in the other categories, as opposed 
to the broadness of presidential run, where the deconstructing of data revealed the patterns of 
assumed rhetoric for the candidates.
For family, Hillary Clinton’s stories account for 78% of the total articles within the 
personal relationship category. To further break down the number within her articles, 
motherhood account for only 27% (or five out of eighteen) of her total overall articles. This 
created an elusive void in regards to her maternal side. It was overshadowed by her political 
ambitions or her relationship with her husband and political friends. The overall findings from 
the data indicate the role of motherhood and parenting has very little importance within actual 
political context; unlike the past where a candidate’s family helped determine their success. In 
addition, how women candidates are depicted today has little variance to women candidates of 
the past with heavy emphasis on their marital status.
As for appearance, the findings showed that within the articles her traits were attacked 
on a more personal level in comparison to the other two candidates. Quantitatively, Hillary 
Clinton’s negative articles accounted for 58%, (seven out of twelve) total articles; while Chris 
Christie accounted for 25% (two out of eight articles); and Marco Rubio only had three articles 
where they were all positive. While I don't doubt difference and I certainly believe in sexual 
difference, I think it would be fair to say that social context progressively exaggerates the 
difference between the two sexes. In this case, the media plays a role in polarizing the 
candidates and in which way to highlight the story in regards to their traits; both personal and 
physical.
The findings from capability suggest it is less about how much merit or experience a 
candidate has. The focus is more so in regards to adhering to socially-accepted gender roles and 
the effects/repercussions of when one go against it. In the case of Hillary Clinton’s capability, 
potentially pursuing a role that has been only fulfilled by men, the distinction becomes clearer. 
When a woman in power speaks a lot or pursues a more unconventional role, a lot of people
will naturally have a subconscious aversion to it. In quantitative terms, Hillary Clinton did have 
more criticisms in her articles than her two opponents. While both her and Chris Christie had 
articles that attacked their capability based on personal trait; Hillary Clinton’s criticisms were 
more likely to be scrutinized and judged—particularly by the Republicans. But perhaps, the 
heavy-handed criticism and arguments from Republicans stemmed from the incident with 
Benghazi; which was covered on a national scale and therefore a more public platform.
Overall, examining the rhetoric from print media articles shows that gender bias 
continues to exist and that it is no exception within politics. From what I’ve gathered there is 
still a considerable amount of privilege that is involved in becoming a politician. It is 
determinant on race, gender, education, and connections. By evaluating these three candidates, 
who were very different from one another, it showed that there are signs indicating these 
informal requirements for presidency are slowly expanding and becoming more acceptable. On 
the other hand, the findings show that women still had significant barriers in pushing against the 
glass ceiling within politics. In the case of Hillary Clinton and the road that lies ahead for 2016, 
there are some changes that are positive such as how she is addressed. This was a large 
departure from when she ran in 2008. However, it is inevitable that certain issues will continue 
to be pervasive. This includes the notion that a woman's appearance is the most important factor 
in assessing one’s capability; as well as her relationship status. The role of the media will 
continue to inject ideals of what is considered normal, beautiful, and how one’s success should 
be measured. Unfortunately, this means that even women like Hillary Clinton, with decades of 
political experience and a long list of impressive accolades, won’t be enough when vying for a 
spot in a traditionally masculine domain.
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